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This paper formallyexaminesthe implicationsof internationalconsumption
risksharingfor a panel of industrializedcountries.We theoreticallyderivethe
internationalconsumptioninsurancepropositionin a simple setup and show
how to modifyit in more complicatedmodels.We analyzethe implicationsof
the theoryfor pairsof countriesand find that aggregatedomesticconsumption
is almostcompletelyinsuredagainstidiosyncraticreal, demographic,fiscal and
monetaryshocksover shortcycles,but that it covarieswith these variablesover
mediumand long cycles.The crossequationrestrictionsimposedby the theory
are rejected.The policyimplicationsare discussed.

"Quisierasaberpor que me complacetanto",le dijo. "Porquelos ateos nos acertamos
vivirsin los clerigos",dijo Abrenuncio."Los pacientes nos encomiendansus cuerpos,
pero no sus almas, y andamos come el diablo, tratandode disputarselasa Dios".
-Del Amor y Otros Demonios, Gabriel Garcia Marquez

1.

INTRODUCTION

The idea that agents attempt to insure their consumption streams against individual income fluctuations is a pervasive feature of many modem dynamic macro
models. It arises in closed economy setups where there is heterogeneity in income or
preferences (see Mace 1991, or Marcet and Marimon 1992), in open economy setups
where countries with heterogeneous income streams borrow and lend internationally
in order to bear only aggregate world-wide risk (see Backus, Kehoe and Kydland
1992), and in models where consumption insurance may be a trigger (or a deterrent)
for long term growth (see Devereux and Smith 1994, and Obstfeld 1994). As
emphasized by Cochrane (1991), the basic idea of consumption insurance is the
cross-sectional counterpart of the permanent income hypothesis. With complete
insurance consumption of the individualunits (agents, families or countries) should
not vary in response to idiosyncraticincome shocks while if the permanent income
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hypothesis holds consumption of an individual unit should not vary in response to
transitoryshocks.
Full consumption insurance obtains in a competitive equilibriumwhen financial
markets are complete or when there are institutions implementing optimal allocations. Some of these institutional arrangementsdo exist in the real world. At the
individual agent level, unemployment or medical insurance schemes, welfare and
social government programs or even intergenerationaltransfers may help in reducing the effect of individual specific shocks. At a country level, charities or disaster
relief programs, international lending agreements or direct foreign aid may help to
insure national consumption from catastrophic, idiosyncratic income fluctuations.
Completeness of financial marketsor the presence of institutions implementingfirst
best allocations are, however, only sufficient conditions for full consumption insurance to take place. For example, Duffie and Huang (1985) show that continuous
trading of a few long-lived securities may implement optimal allocations. Similarly,
Marcet and Singleton (1992) and Baxter and Crucini (1995) show that close to full
insurance obtains even when financial markets are strongly incomplete and no
mechanism for implementing optimal allocations exists as long as agents have
similar preferences (like more consumption to less and less variabilityto more) and
differ only in their income streams.
Although the theoretical mechanics of consumption insurance are very simple,
casual empiricism suggests that perfect internationalrisk sharing is hardly a feature
of the real world. It is often claimed that national aggregateconsumption does react
to country specific shocks. In support of this idea it is typically reported that poor
underdeveloped countries starve when droughts or civil wars cut their own food
supplies. For these countries, insurance markets seem to be imperfect or partially
inaccessible, no institutions implementing optimal allocations exist and borrowing
opportunities are limited (see Atkeson 1991).
Furthermore, many authors (see Backus, Kehoe, Kydland 1992, or Devereux,
Gregory and Smith 1992) have informallysuggested that cross country consumption
correlations among developed countries are less than perfect and, in general, lower
than cross country correlations of national outputs. This evidence, combined with
simulation results obtained in models where perfect risk sharing occurs, have led
Backus, Kehoe and Kydland(1995) to label the empirical cross country relationship
of consumptions and incomes a major puzzle.
One additional piece of often cited evidence indicating the lack of complete
insurance is the fact that the portfolio of developed countries is composed in large
part of domestic assets (see Tesar and Werner 1993) and that agents would be
better off by changing the composition of their portfolio (see French and Poterba
1991, or Van Wincoop 1994). While the question of why portfolios are so little
diversified is a subject of a debate, several authors have provided a simple rationalization of this phenomenon. Stockmanand Dellas (1989) and Tesar (1993) show that
nondiversificationmay occur if nontraded goods account for a large fraction of total
consumption. Alternatively, Cole and Obstfeld (1991) and Obstfeld (1992) have
suggested that the gains from international diversifications may be small either
because there are large informationalcosts involved in predicting future payoffs of
foreign assets or because the cyclical properties of national incomes are alike.
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The purpose of this paper is to formally examine the validity of the theory of
international consumption insurance. We begin in Section 2 by formulatinga simple
setup and showing that for consumption insurance to hold a monotonic transformation of the marginal utility of aggregate consumption must be highly correlated
across countries. Given a functional form for utility, we next derive three testable
implications of the theory. We then describe how to modify the conclusions when
some of the restrictive assumptionsare removed and derive exact restrictionsin two
cases of interest: when the planner can not relocate factors affecting the utility of
agents (e.g., non-tradable goods or governmentexpenditure) and when she can (e.g.,
leisure).
Next, we address issues of crucial importance in empiricallyverifyingthe implications of the theory. In particular,we discuss problems connected with the choice of
instruments and the presence of measurement errors in the variables. Because our
theoretical setup disregards possible reallocations of wealth across countries over
time, we need to abstractfrom redistributiveconsiderationsin conducting our tests.
In addition, because our testing procedure requires stationarity, we will focus
attention only on stationary fluctuations and this brings up the issue of which
stationary inducing transformationto employ. Canova (1993) shows that different
detrending methods leave cycles of different length in the data. Therefore, by
appropriately selecting the detrending procedure, we can examine the extent of
international risk sharing by frequencies. Such an analysis may shed light on three
important issues. First, whether consumption insurance primarilycovers temporary
or more permanent types of disturbances(see Marcet and Marimon 1992). Second,
whether international insurance can be achieved without permanent income redistribution across countries (see Melitz and Vori 1992). Third, whether measurement
error has different properties at different frequencies. Finally, we compare our
testing approach to others existing in the literature. With the exceptions of Obstfeld
(1989), (1993), Lewis (1993) and Kollman (1995) the literature has only informally
tested international risk sharing primarily by computing consumption correlation
between the U.S.A. and some other country (typically Japan or Canada). The
reported evidence, however, concerns primarily the U.S.A. and one may expect
closer ties between the E.E.C. or between countries where labor migrations have
created a self-insurance mechanism of transfers to chronically depressed areas. In
addition, since no standard errors are provided, point estimates of international
consumption correlations do not provide conclusive evidence on the issue.
In Section 3 we formally study the properties of pairs of aggregate consumption
for a panel of nine fairly homogeneous countries over the sample 1970 through
1990. Since the theory requires that aggregate domestic consumption should be
unpredictable once we control for aggregate foreign consumption, natural orthogonality conditions emerge by interacting domestic variables (including variables
proxyingfor real, fiscal, monetary and demographicfactors) with the residuals of the
regression between pairs of aggregateconsumptions.The theory in its simplest form
also imposes two additional restrictions: a set of cross-equation constraints across
the moments we test and the restrictionthat cross country consumptioncorrelations
are perfect. We examine all these implications using a GMM technique. As a
byproduct of our analysis, we also provide novel estimates and standard errors of
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the ratios of relative risk aversion coefficients of the representativeagent of pairs of
countries which are of independent interest for researchers engaged in calibrating
international business cycle models.
Four major results stand out from our analysis. First, aggregate consumption
appears to be fully insured against high frequency fluctuations in real, fiscal,
monetary and demographicvariables. Second, aggregate consumption covaries with
some lagged demographic and labor market variables over medium-long cycles.
These two results are robust to the presence of measurement errors, modifications
of the empirical specification of the model, changes in the set of instruments and
alterations of the functional form for the utility function. Third, the remaining two
implications of international risk sharing are rejected regardless of the type of
fluctuations we considered. Fourth, there is little evidence of risk sharingin the long
run, both in the sense that consumption patterns tend to diverge and that the more
permanent component of domestic consumption responds to fluctuations in domestic variables.
Two important conclusions emerge from our investigation which we discuss in
Section 4. These conclusions have implications for the design of institutions intended to implement optimal allocations, for the opening of new financial markets
and for questions concerning fiscal independence of national governments in a
unified Europe. First, because existing arrangementsappear to provide substantial
insurance against business cycle fluctuations in the short run, both the opening of
international financial markets or the introduction of government institutions intended to augment the efficiency of existing markets (see Persson and Tabellini
1992) would only marginallyaffect the welfare of the representative agent of these
countries. This result is particularlyimportant for European countries since one of
the foreseeable tasks of the central authorityof a unified Europe is to provide short
run consumption insurance to member countries (see Padoa-Schioppa 1987). Second, because consumption insurance is harder to obtain for low frequency fluctuations in consumption, international institutions (old and new) should be more
concerned with shielding consumers from this type of domestic fluctuations. However, this type of insurance may involve semi-permanent redistributionof income.
Therefore, to fully evaluate the effects of these programs on the well being of
agents, it is necessary to examine them in the context of a specific model of risk
sharing and redistribution.

2.

THE THEORY OF INTERNATIONAL RISK SHARING

2.1. The Basic Setup. We assume that there is a representative consumer in
each of the J countries of the world, j = 1, ..., J, with preferences defined over a
homogeneous aggregate nondurable consumption good. Let s' be the realization of
1. s ), the history
the state at time t, s = 1, . . ., S < o and assume that st = Is , s t
of realizations of st, is observed by the agents of all countries at time t, that the
ex-ante probability(at time t = 0) of a particularhistory realization is ir(st) and that
ES'r(s,) = 1. Each country is endowed with an exogenous stochastic amount y,(s,)
of the good at each t. The lifetime expected utility of the representativeconsumer in
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each country is given by:
0o

(1)

V- E ptE
t=1

(s)u[ci(st),

bi(st)]

S.

where 0 < ,6 < 1 is the discount factor common to all j's and is independent of st,
C!(s ) is the consumption of country j at time t, if the history s, occurs and b/(st)
represents factors other than consumption affecting agents' utility (such as leisure,
government consumption, consumption of nontradablesor home production effects,
as in Benhabib, Rogerson and Wright 1992, etc.). In our simplest setup b/ captures
all those factors which are uninsurable from the planner's point of view (see
Obstfeld 1993 for a similar interpretation). That is, the planner computes optimal
allocations of the consumption goods only, taking everything else as given. This
restrictive assumption will be relaxed in the next subsection where the planner is
allowed to allocate some components of bJ (e.g., leisure) in addition to the
consumption good.
The optimality condition for the planner problem is:
(2)=
(2)~~~~~~~~~~~~,D

(jUcj,= At

where Uci= (dU/dcj(st)), At = (AtlptBr(st)),At is the Lagrangemultiplierfor the
resource constraint and bj = (Tj/xj) is a set of time and state invariant weights
which are related to the size xi and the initial wealth Tj of each country.Implicit in
the formulation of the problem are the assumptionsthat along the equilibriumpath
the planner does not reallocate wealth and that the size of the country (in terms of
population) does not change.
The essence of the theory is embodied in (2) and it is given by the fact that At is
the same for all j. Consequently, (2) implies that, apart from a scale factor, the
marginalutility of consumptionis equalized across countries. We can use (2) and the
fact that At is independent of j, to derive the following two conditions, which must
hold for any pair j, k Ef :

(3)

log Ucjt-log LW =

(4)

logUjL-log Ua = Bj

ejk

where Ua = 1/JEfJUj , and where .jk = log (Ik - log 'kj,Bj = log (Da- log sj and
are independent of the date and the state. Both equations must
(Da= 1/IEj f1j
hold for all countries, all histories st and all periods t, they are not distinct (taking
the difference between any two indices j and k in (4) we obtain (3)) and the first is
stronger than the second since there is a loss of information in (4) due to the
averaging of consumption across countries. That is to say, if (3) holds for all j, k,
then (4) must be satisfied, while the reverse is not true.
Both (3) and (4) impose strong restrictions on the data since they equate the
marginalutility of consumption for any j, k and for all histories and dates. Because
c, is not observable for all histories, and in testing risk sharing we have to face the
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problem of uneven qualityof internationalconsumptiondata, we next derive weaker
restrictions based on the moments of the logarithm of the marginal utility of
aggregate consumption. These implications are easily testable and more robust to
measurement errors. From (3) it is straightforwardto obtain
(5)

E[log Uj,] = E[log Uf] +

(6)

var[log UJj = var[logUWk

(7)

cov[log U;',log UL}]= cov[log Ut,,log UC]

fjk

Note that (6) and (7) hold regardlessof the welfare weights employed in the planner
problem as long as they are constant. Therefore, there are two reasons why (5)-(7)
are weaker than (3). First, because they imply that international consumption
insurance holds for moments of the data instead of point by point in time and state.
Second, because these relationshipscan be examined even when the planner weights
are unknown.
There are many decentralization schemes which support the optimal risk sharing
allocations. To achieve optimalityin decentralized economies it is typical to assume
the existence of equity markets in each country (as in Lucas 1982) or of contingent
claim markets where countries trade claims to each others income (as in Backus,
Kehoe and Kydland 1992). However, even when contingent claims markets are
missing, richness in the set of tradingopportunities may partiallycompensate for the
lack of variety in the available securities (see Duffie and Huang 1985). At the polar
extreme, the lack of international financial markets is not sufficient to prevent risk
sharing. For example, Persson and Tabellini (1992) describe a cooperative political
equilibrium arrangementwhich implements optimal allocations even when international financial markets are absent. Because of these considerations and since the
implementation of the tests is unaffected, we decided to leave the financial instruments available to agents unspecified (see also Townsend 1994 on this point).
To give empirical content to the theory, we use a homothetic utility function of
the type
1

r

1

'- 1

(8)

U(cI, bi)

=

1

(9)

U(cJ, bi)

=

log(ci) +Ai log(b/)

[(cjbj)

if (oj #1

Vj

otherwise Vj

where oy is the coefficient of constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) of country j.
Although we adopted a CRRA specification, any member of the class of HARA
utility functions would serve the purpose (see Brennan and Solnick 1989). We
selected a CRRA utility function because it is consistent with a balanced growth
path. Devereux, Gregory and Smith (1992), who have studied the implicationsof risk
sharing in an international model of the business cycle where leisure choices are
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included, have used a utility function of the form:
= log(cJ - ynJ)
cI(s,), nJ(s,)]
where nt is hours. For these preferences, the marginalutility of consumption is not
independent of labor supply choices but the income elasticity of leisure is zero.
However, these preferences are not of the HARA class and are incompatible with
balanced growth.
Given (8)-(9) and setting bi = b, Vj, t for the moment, we let
(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

U[

X2t = log cj-

(

+
c)

(-k)log

)~~2 (ark

(lo

X3t = 2(log cj)2(log ck)2

2

k)2

-

(-)corr(log

cj,log ck)(log Cl)2

where 61 is a constant function of the welfare weights and of the CRRA coefficient
of country j and let Xt = [X1, X2, X3t]'. The first testable implication of the
theory, given our setup and the auxiliary assumptions, is that Xt should be
unpredictable. That is, for any variable Zt belonging to the informationset available
at t, E[ Xt IZt] = 0. Since st is observed in all countries, Zt may in principle include
variables of all countries in the panel. However, to make tests of the theory more
stringent, we will consider only Zt variables which are specific to countryj.
The theory of international risk sharing also imposes cross equation constraints
across (11)-(13). A second implication of the theory is therefore that a transformation of the slope coefficient of the three moment conditions equals the ratio of the
coefficients of relative risk aversion of the representative agents of the two countries. These restrictions are distinct from the basic orthogonality conditions, independent of the chosen functional form for utility (see (5)-(7)) and provide a further
and more stringent test of the theory. Finally, in our restricted setup, risk sharing
implies that consumption correlations for any pair of countries should be perfect.
This can be easily seen from (6) and (7) and the fact that cov[logUck log Uck ] =
cov[log Ucb log UQ_ ], Vq. This restriction is independent of the functional form for
utility, but not of the other restrictions imposed by the theory.
The three implications we have derived are robust to modifications of several
assumptions of the model. For example, we can relax the assumption that there is
only one good. As long as there is complete specialization, that is countryj receives
an endowment of good j only, pairs of aggregate consumption still satisfy (3), and
given our CRRA specification for utility, the implications we derived still hold.
However, when there are multiple goods country specific disturbances change the
terms of trade and these changes may automaticallypool national risk. For example,
in Cole and Obstfeld (1991) a technology shock induces, other things being equal, a
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negative relationship between terms of trade and output. We could further relax the
exchange economy setup, assume that production requires capital goods from one or
more countries and still generate the same three empirical implicationsobtained in
the simplest setup (see Cole and Obstfeld 1991).
The empirical implications we have derived are also qualitativelyrobust to the
assumptionof a representative agent in each country. If there is some heterogeneity
within each country one can assume that the planner maximizes a weighted average
of the expected utility of the median voter of each country (as in Persson and
Tabellini 1992) and obtain, once again, condition (3). If (8) and (9) are the
instantaneous utility function of the median voter with bJ = b, Vt, j, then (11)-(13)
still hold but now 61 is a function of the characteristics of the median voter of
countries j and k.
It is useful to ask whether it makes any difference for the restrictions we have
derived if yt contains both an idiosyncraticand an aggregatecomponent. Since (3) is
obtained without any reference to the stochastic process for income, it holds under
alternative assumptions on the properties of the idiosyncraticand of the aggregate
component of income. Therefore, in our simple setup and given the auxiliary
assumptions made, risk sharing implies that domestic consumption should react to
total world income not to individual income or to any of the two components of
individualincome (see also Crucini 1994).
Finally, since (3) is independent of the functional form for utility selected, it holds
when preferences do not display time separabilityin consumption (e.g., when there
is habit persistence or durability in consumption, see Mace 1991). Furthermore,
because versions of the Porteus-Krepspreferences are observationallyequivalent to
von Neumann-Morgensternpreferences with a particularform of habit persistence
(see Constantinides 1991), (3) holds even when preferences satisfy non-expected
utility axioms. If the instantaneous utility function is specified as in (8) and (9),
where now cI = C/ - Ep= aPCj p and ap > 0 with habit persistence and ap <0
with durability, the three testable implications we derived still hold with ct now
representing a linear combination of current and past consumption. There are two
consequences of this. First, the theory predicts that Xt, constructed with linear
combinations of current and past consumptions, is unpredictable. Second, if only
current consumption is used to generate orthogonality conditions, E(Xt IZt) =0,
unless Zt are uncorrelated with past p lags of consumption.
2.2. Extensions. The setup we have used so far is appealing because it is
simple but it imposes restrictive assumptions on the type of effects that b/ may
capture and on the activities of the planner. Here we examine first what happens
when some of the components of bJ are stochastic but still beyond the control of the
planner (e.g., if there is domestic stochastic government expenditure or stochastic
non-traded or home produced goods in the utility) and, second, what happens when
some of the stochastic components of bJ are under the control of the planner (e.g.,
if b/ includes leisure choices).
To see exactly what the first extension entitles we consider the special case where
b/ represents non-tradables. In this case (3) still holds. However, if there are
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tradable and non-tradable goods and the instantaneous utility function is of the
form:
(14)

U[c (s t), b/(ss)]=

1 1((tr)7'(ntI )1"')

(15)

U[ c(st),

log(tr/) +Ai log(nt/)

b!(st)]

if ojy
if

oj =

1 Vj

1 Vj

where nt' is non-tradable consumption, tr/ is tradable consumption and yj is the
share of tradables in total consumption in countryj, the optimalitycondition implies
that
(16)

x* = log(tr/)it

log(ktr(kk))

lgt/)
~YJ1(-oy,)-1TWi

(17)

2 (log tr/)2
x*, =

(18)

x3 = a/(log

(

)
-(
- aj)
YJ~~1

w1w2

1 ) (log(trtk))
1]i

-

trl )2) (log tr/k)2)

YJ1k
l-O a)

I
_

) corr(log( tr/ )logt trtk)) (log( tri))2

-2(log

trk))2(log tr)2w1t(logtr/)1)

are unpredictable where wit = (1/(yj(l - oU)- 1))[(1- yk)(1 - o-)log ntt (1 - yj)
(1 - o)log nt/t], w2 = (1/(Yj(1 - oj)
1))(log Fk - log Ij + log Yk-log y1). From
if
the marginal utility is nonseparable in traded and
(16)-(18), it is clear that
non-traded consumption, fluctuations in the endowment of domestic and foreign
non-tradables affect the optimal allocation of the traded good. In particular, the
optimal allocation depends on the share parameter (y), the intertemporalelasticity
of substitution (1/o) and the joint processes for traded and non-traded goods (see
Tesar 1993).
Similarly,if b/ is identified with home production or with exogenous government
consumption expenditure affecting the utility of the agents of their own country,the
optimality condition for the planner problem still requires the equalization of the
marginalutility of private consumption across countries. However, when private and
government consumption expenditure (or home production) are nonseparable in
utility and because these factors are country specific and cannot be reallocated by
the planner, the logic of these cases is identical to the case of non-tradables:
fluctuations in government expenditure or home produced output affects the optimal allocations of the market consumption good.
-

-
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There are several implications of these results. First, while the optimality condition requires that E(X* IZ) = 0, it is not necessarily the case that E(X IZ,) = 0
where X, is computed neglecting that b/ are stochastic. In other words, unless Z,
are uncorrelatedwith b/, tests conducted using consumption data only will generally
reject unpredictability.Second, while the cross equation restrictions still hold, the
estimated slope parameter measures a nonlinear combination of the ratio of the
relative risk aversion coefficients between pair of countries and the ratio of shares of
private (tradable) consumption in the utility. Third, it is no longer true that
international consumption correlations are perfect, unless the utility function is
separable in ci and b/. Therefore, finding that consumption correlations are less
than perfect is not necessarily an indication of the lack of full risk sharing.
Conversely, even if risk sharing is perfect, the presence of factors entering in a
nonseparable way with consumption in utility drives a wedge between the profile of
domestic and foreign consumption (see also Marrinan1994 on this point).
Next, consider the case where the planner has control over the cross country
allocation of b/. To make the exposition concrete, we let b/ represent leisure. To
make the problem meaningfulwe abandon the pure exchange setup and assume that
yt is produced with domestic labor according to Yjt= f(1 - Ljt) where (1 - Ljt) is
the amount of labor used in country j, ft1 is time varying because of a country
specific technology disturbance and satisfies standard regularityconditions. Let the
instantaneous utility function be:
j

(19)

UU[ci(s~t),b/(s,,)]

= 1

(20)

U [ ci(st),

= log(ci) +Ai log(Li)

b/(s,,)]

(((ci) Y(Li)

0,

vi)

if oy # 1Vj

if oj= 1 Vj

where yj represents the share of consumption in the utility function of country j.
Manipulation of the two first order conditions, yields that X - [x1t,
X x2t' x3t], defined as:
(2)
log
(21) xt=
Al

C _log LtJ+ log Lt

CJ _ log Ct

(22) x2= (g
(g(logCjl) _ (log Ck)2
(23)

(log

A3t =

-

ci)2 (log ck)2) -

log( c)

k[(log

- log t'

)2+

o

k-j

Lk)2 -(log

corr(log(ci), log(ci))(log

ft)2 + (log ft)2
cj)2

LI -(log L' ) + (log fJt) - (log ft)]

should be unpredictable given the information available at t, where fjt is the
marginalproduct of labor in countryj and Bjk = log((1 - yk)/lYk) - log((1 - yj)/yj)
+ log(Ik/Dj).
The modified condition for internationalinsurance states that differences in the moments of consumption profiles across countries should be matched
by differences in the moments of leisure and productivityprofiles. No other variable
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should be important in predicting differences in aggregate consumption across
countries. Once again, while there are cross equation constraints,it is no longer true
in this setup-that cross country consumption correlations are perfect.
2.3. Empirical Issues. In both extensions we have presented and when utility
is time nonseparable, testing international consumption risk sharing using only
private aggregate consumption data to construct X, is valid as long as the instruments are judiciously chosen. In other words, if an econometrician omits variables
which are stochastic and either nonseparable with consumption in the utility
function, enter in the computation of the optimal planner rule or help to predict
these variables, she may reject full risk sharing even if it holds true. For example,
when tradables and non-tradables are nonseparable in the utility function, variables
like domestic income or domestic production may be significant in predicting X,
because they may be correlated with consumption of non-tradables in country j (as
noted by Dellas and Stockman 1989). Similarly,domestic income is a poor instrument if government consumption enters the utility function, in particular, when
government expenditure accounts for a large portion of GDP; lagged consumption
may help to predict cross country differences if preference are time nonseparable in
consumption;finally, variables correlated with the marginalproduct of labor may be
significant in explaining differences in private consumption across countries if
leisure is a choice variable.
Because we want to examine the implications of the theory in its simplest form
and interpret deviation from full risk sharing when they arise we proceed in two
steps: first, we exclude all these variables from the Z, vector and examine whether
the basic implications of the theory hold. Second, if the theory is rejected we add
them to the instrumentsto see if their omission is responsible for the results. If not,
misspecification of the nonseparable effects in preferences is unlikely to be the
cause of the rejection of the theory.
There are three further empirical issues, all having to do with the selection of the
Zt vector, which need to be addressed before the tests are undertaken. The first
concerns the presence of measurement error in consumption. It is very likely that
the properties of the measurement error in consumption differ across countries
given the variety of collection procedures employed and this may generate serially
correlated measurement errors in Xt. In this case, care must be exercised in
selecting the Zt's because testing may be invalid when the instruments are mismeasured and the error is correlated with the measurement error in Xt. For example, if
measurement errors in consumption are highly serially correlated but uncorrelated
across countries, lagged consumption may not be a valid instrument even when the
theory in its simplest form holds. Similarly, current GDP may not be a valid
instrument since its measurement error may be highly correlated with the measurement error in domestic consumption (see also Cochrane 1991). To reduce the extent
of the serial correlation in the measurement errors one can consider instruments
sufficiently lagged in the past. This procedure has however the disadvantageof also
reducing the power of the tests since the correlation of the instruments with the
current marginal utility of consumption will also be smaller. An alternative approach, which will reduce the importance of measurement error without necessarily
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affecting the power of the tests, is to use as instrumentsthe component of Zt which
is unexplained by past values of Zt. To see why this may solve the problem suppose
that measurement error is the same for all variables in a given country, it is
stationary and it is serially correlated over time. Then T- EtXtZtm -> 0 only as
m->oo. However, T-1EtXtZtm where Zt-m =Zt-m -E[Zt-m I-m], where It is
the information set at t, is likely to be zero even for small m since the constant and
common component of the measurement error is purged, to some extent, from the
instruments.Using Zt in place of Zt may also be more consistent with the idea that
the logarithm of the marginal utility of domestic consumption is insensitive to
idiosyncratic shocks (see Mace 1991, or Townsend 1994). Comparing the results
obtained with Zt and Zt as instruments may therefore shed light on some of the
properties of the measurement errors.
As we have already stressed, in our setup the planner does not reallocate wealth
along the equilibrium path. To examine the empirical counterpartof the theory we
therefore need to abstract from redistributiveconsiderations. That is to say, variables correlated with wealth differences across pairs of countries should be excluded
from the Zt vector as they are likely to be correlated with cross country differences
in consumption profiles. As this exclusion may substantiallyreduce the dimensionality of the Zt vector, one can alternativelyrestrict attention to those Z 's which may
reflect idiosyncratic cyclical fluctuations. One way to insure that this is the case is to
transform the data into a stationary form. Apart from theoretical considerations,
stationarityof Xt and Zt is also needed by our estimation and testing methodology.
The third issue concerns how to induce stationarity in the data. Since there are
many detrending procedures which make a time series stationary,one may consider
whether the choice of detrending affects the conclusions. There are various reasons
for why this could happen. For example, it may be the case that short-term
fluctuations are easier to insure than fluctuations that have a more permanent
nature since the latter may signal structural imbalances and the possibility of debt
repudiation. Alternatively, it may well be the case that measurement errors are
more important at some frequencies than others (e.g., growth rates are easier to
measure than levels). For this reason we detrend the data with three methods: linear
detrending (LT), Hodrick and Prescott filtering (HP) and first order differencing
(FOD). Canova (1993) has demonstrated that these detrending methods leave
stationary cycles in the data with an average periodicity of less than 3 years for
FOD, between 4 to 6 years for HP and 7 to 10 years for LT. By using three different
methods we are therefore able to investigate whether risk sharing occur at some
particular frequencies of the spectrum.2 To illustrate these characteristics of the
filters, we plot in Figure 1 the three cyclical components obtained by applying the
three detrending methods to U.S. consumption data. An alternativeview about this
topic is that certain detrending methods are optimal given a particular generating
2 It is useful to stress that an approachthat separatesthe informationby frequencysharessome
similaritieswith "bandspectrumregression"techniqueof Engle(1974),andwith the procedureused
in Canovaand Dellas (1993),whereone computesthe averagecoherencebetweenpairsof series in
a selectedfrequencybandand checkswhetherthe value of the statisticoverthe bandcan be related
to interestingvariables.
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FIGURE 1

process for the data (see King and Rebelo 1993). Accordingly,the use of a particular
filter may lead to distortions if applied to a series for which it is not optimal (e.g.,
the application of HP filter to random walk data in Harvey and Jeager 1993).
However, to proceed this way one has to assume that the investigator knows the
DGP of the series, an assumption we are reluctant to make given the size of the
available data and existing econometric techniques.
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To test the three implications of the theory we will employ a GMM methodology.
To check for the unpredictabilityof X, we examine whether the coefficients of a
regression of X, on the instrumentsare all zero using a J-test. To test the validity of
the cross equation constraints, we take unrestricted GMM estimates of the slope
coefficients of the three moment conditions and test their equality using a Wald test.
Finally, to examine whether cross country consumption correlations are perfect we
employ a t-test on the Fisher Z-transformof the estimated correlations implicit in
the slope coefficient of X3, and their standard deviations.
We conduct our investigation using a panel consisting of nine O.E.C.D countries:
Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Switzerland, United Kingdom,
and U.S.A. and test the restrictions on a country-pairbasis. This strategyminimizes
the chance of incorrect inferences due to anomalies associated with one specific
country and gives more power to the tests. The countries were selected because they
are structurallyhomogeneous and because they are the only ones with consistent
quarterlydata for a sufficiently long span of time.
As a measure of consumptionwe use the natural logarithmof total real aggregate
consumption per-capita. Total consumption may not be an ideal measure for our
exercises, especially if there are persistent cross country differences in the components of aggregate consumption (such as services, which account for a large portion
of nontraded goods). Nevertheless, there are serious problems in obtainingdisaggregated data and if one wants to restrict attention to only nondurablesand services or
exclude nontradables from consumption data, the panel of countries must be
drasticallyreduced. In addition, there is no a priori reason to expect that the use of
more disaggregated data would reduce misspecification.If risk sharing is associated
with consumption of nondurablesand services or tradables and the utility function is
separable between various categories of consumption goods, it is appropriateto use
a consumption measure that excludes durables and nontradables. However, if the
utility function is nonseparable between various types of goods, then excluding
durables or nontradableswould cause distortions. Finally, it has to be kept in mind
that cross-countrydifferences in measurement errors are likely to be more serious
the more disaggregatedis the consumptiondata used. As instrumentsin the tests we
use proxies for real, fiscal, monetary and demographicvariables. The sources of the
data, its definition and its sample availabilityare described in the appendix.
2.4. A Comparison with the Existing Literature. Although the theory of consumption insurance is a quarter of a century old (see Wilson 1968) relatively few
formal empirical investigationsof the implicationsof the insuranceproposition have
been conducted. Mace (1991), Cochrane (1991) and Townsend (1994) have investigated whether agents respond to aggregate but not to idiosyncraticshocks. Mace
and Townsend use individual income as a measure of idiosyncratic shocks and
investigate whether agents react to individualincome using pooled time series cross
sectional regressions. Cochrane employs a number of individual characteristicsto
capture idiosyncraticshocks and tests whether variationsin consumption are related
to changes in these individual characteristics using a cross-section approach. All
authors find some evidence of pooling of idiosyncraticshocks, but they also find that
there are many sources of individual risk (such as long illnesses or long unemploy-
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ment spells) which cannot be insured. There are two major differences between our
approach and theirs. First, we test risk sharing employing time series observations
for a sufficiently long time span (Townsend (1994) attempted to do the same but had
only 10 annual observations per individual household). Second, we use different
estimation and testing techniques.
Asdrubali, Sorensen and Yosha (1995) have examined the extent of regional risk
sharing in the U.S.A. in an ingenious way. Instead of testing whether allocations are
optimal, their work aims at examininghow much of the time series variance of state
income is insured by factor mobility,governmenttransfers and credit markets. They
find that the first two channels insure a substantial portion of statewide GDP
fluctuations. Crucini (1994), on the other hand, examines the extent of risk sharing
in U.S.A. and in Canadian provinces by allowing consumers to invest in a world
mutual fund. The regression coefficient of provincial consumption on this mutual
fund measures the extent of risk pooling needed to achieve full insurance,with zero
indicating perfect risk sharing and one complete autarky. As do Atkeson and
Bayoumi (1993), he finds that there is insurance but that it is far from perfect.
At an international level, and to the best of our knowledge, only Obstfeld (1989),
(1993), Lewis (1993) and Kollman (1995) have formallyexamined the implicationsof
risk sharing. Obstfeld (1989) tests uncovered interest parity in an attempt to
measure the extent of capital mobility across countries and Obstfeld (1993) tests
implication (11) of risk sharing as a way to gauge the completeness of the international financial markets. Kollman (1995), on the other hand, examines the implications of complete and incomplete markets for consumption and the real exchange
rate in the short and long run. Because completeness of financial markets is only a
sufficient but not necessary condition for full insurance to take place their tests are
not completely comparable to ours. Finally, Lewis exploits cross-sectional information to examine whether domestic consumption varies with domestic income once
world income is included in the regression. The results of all these investigationsare
mixed: they detect some evidence of financial market incompleteness but they also
find that risk sharing has increased after 1973. Because our model specification,
estimation technique, testing approach, data set and panel employed differ from
theirs, our investigation provides an alternative and complementary attempt to
evaluate the optimality of international consumption allocations.
3.
3.1.

THE RESULTS

Business Cycle Implications.

3.1.1. Testing the orthogonalityconditions. Table 1 presents the basic results
of our investigation. It reports the significancelevel (in percentage terms) of a J-test
for the overidentifying restrictions implied by risk sharing when we jointly use the
three moment conditions (11) to (13). The first panel of the table presents results for
LT detrended data, the second for HP detrended data and the third for FOD
detrended data. The instruments we employ are a constant, lagged domestic
outputs, lagged domestic population and lagged domestic prices. This means that
when we consider, for example, the Australia-Canadapair, the instruments are a
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constant and lagged Australian output, population and prices. We only use lagged
values of the instruments in order to minimize endogeneity problems, which are
primarilypresent with output data, and mismeasurementproblems, which may arise
when the measurement error in the instruments is contemporaneously correlated
with the measurement error in consumption. In all cases we apply the same
detrending transformationto consumption data and to the instruments. That is, if
we linearly detrend consumption, we also linearly detrend the instruments. This
makes the cross frequency comparison more appropriate and allows us to address
the question of the comovements between consumption and the instruments at
various frequencies.

TABLE 1
P-VALUES (IN PERCENTAGES)FOR THE TEST THAT E[ X, IZ] =
DETRENDEDINSTRUMENTS*

0:

Linearly Detrended data
AUS
AUS
CAN
FRA
ITA
JAP
SWI
UK
USA

CAN
0.0143

FRA
0.0396
1.9655

ITA
0.1008
0.0730
1.7262

JAP
0.0791
0.0131
1.9468
0.2206

SWI
0.9778
2.9627
6.2842
0.4928
0.9912

UK
0.0003
0.0001
0.1165
0.8878
0.0000
1.4268

USA
0.6023
0.0000
0.5232
2.9091
0.0161
7.5635
0.0041

WG
6.3237
0.0079
0.7088
0.2089
0.9182
1.9050
0.0205
0.0090

SWI
25.763
4.2277
5.5677
7.4112
16.439

UK
7.2284
2.5303
7.3689
3.4685
5.1440
27.766

USA
1.3623
0.8536
15.560
6.1406
1.5182
14.668
0.1582

WG
14.541
0.3313
18.961
74.793
40.020
14.614
4.2776
2.4461

UK
6.0590
34.339
62.368
6.2284
41.906
26.881

USA
51.467
92.790
43.603
28.422
49.538
54.242
79.449

WG
15.893
18.617
59.375
51.058
3.8762
39.708
52.388
20.179

HP Detrended data
AUS
AUS
CAN
FRA
ITA
JAP
SWI
UK
USA

CAN
0.8781

FRA
1.1076
15.918

ITA
12.965
3.3472
8.8903

JAP
10.040
7.6228
10.872
12.452

FOD Detrended data
AUS
AUS
CAN
FRA
ITA
JAP
SWI
UK
USA

CAN
27.133

FRA
24.361
74.914

ITA
17.586
48.487
15.146

JAP
10.810
48.610
49.769
18.040

SWI
34.740
15.277
38.609
12.192
42.652

* The table reports P-values for testing the hypothesis that X, as defined in (11)-(13) cannot be
predicted using a vector Zt consisting of a constant, domestic output, domestic prices and domestic
population lagged one and two periods. Values in excess of 5.00 indicate failure to reject the null
using a x2 test with 17 degrees of freedom.
AUS, Australia; CAN, Canada; FRA, France; ITA, Italy; JAP, Japan; SWI, Switzerland; UK,
United Kingdom; USA, United States of America; WG, West Germany. FOD, first order differencing; HP, Hodrick and Prescott filtering.
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Two main results stand out from Table 1. First, aggregate domestic consumption
covaries with some of the instruments. Second, the strength of the association
depends on the length of the cycle considered. In particular,the three orthogonality
conditions are never rejected for short cycles (FOD detrended data), are rejected in
approximatelyone-third of the cases for medium cycles (HP detrended data) and
are rejected in all but three cases for long cycles (LT detrended data). Therefore,
there appears to be more support for the hypothesis that consumption allocations
across countries are optimal the shorter are the fluctuations in consumption we
examine. When we ask which of the instrumentsis responsible for the rejection of
the orthogonality conditions over medium-long cycles, we find that domestic consumption covaries primarilywith demographicvariables.This is not entirely surprising since the tests are performed with per-capita consumption data and population,
which is highly serially correlated within each country, does not comove over the
medium long run across the nine countries.
Since casual empiricismsuggests that full risk sharingshould be rejected, one may
be inclined to believe that the results obtained with FOD and the majorityof HP
detrended data are dubious. In support of this one can claim that (the log of)
aggregate consumption is well approximatedby a random walk. That is, the cyclical
component of aggregate consumption extracted with a FOD filter is, for most
practical purposes, unpredictable given available information.Therefore, tests conducted with FOD detrended data tell us nothing about risk sharing. Similarly,since
consumption is very smooth over medium cycles, variables with large cyclical
fluctuations like output and prices are unlikely to be significant in explaining the
time series properties of X. In this case the tests conducted with HP detrended
data are weak: the orthogonalityconditions will not be rejected frequently, since the
instruments are not useful in predicting consumption movements over medium
cycles.
We do not give much credence to these arguments for at least three reasons.
First, the spectrum of FOD detrended consumption in many countries does not
resemble the flat spectrum of a white noise. Second, the estimated coefficient on
foreign aggregate consumption is significant in almost half of the cases when FOD
detrended data is used so that the growth rate of consumption is not completely
unpredictable. Third, foreign aggregate consumption alwayshas a significant coefficient and both output and prices are significant in some cases when HP detrended
data is used. In conclusion, it is incorrect to establish a direct relationship between
the rejection of the risk sharing hypothesis and the univariatetime series properties
of consumption.
A second and related argumentwhich may lead us to doubt the results obtained
with FOD detrended data has to do with the type of consumptiondata we are using.
Recall that because of data constraints, we are forced to use total aggregate
consumption in testing international risk sharing. If consumer durables respond
more to permanent fluctuations in the instruments, the high frequency results we
obtained are spurious. In other words, if important components of aggregate
consumption have some durability aspect, aggregate consumption will be acyclical
over short cycles but will react to the state of the economy when the length of the
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fluctuations increases. While this fact constitutes a matter of concern, we believe it
does not satisfactorilyexplain the phenomena because the pattern of cross-frequency
results is robust to the choice of country pair despite the fact that the durable
component of total consumption is not very homogeneous across countries.
A third argumentwhich may lead us to doubt the results obtained with FOD and
HP detrended data is the possibilitythat measurementerrors are more of a problem
at the higher frequencies of the spectrum.This could be the case, for example, if the
collection of higher frequency data involves substantial costs. In this situation the
results we obtain with FOD (and to some extent HP) detrended data are spurious
since X, may be highly contaminated by large and unpredictable measurement
errors. We find this explanation somewhat more appealing but also difficult to
quantify.As mentioned in Section 2.3 we can get some grasp of the properties of the
measurement errors present by employing Zt, the unpredictable component of Zt,
in testing the orthogonality conditions. Because shocks in Zt are exogenous to the
agents' information set, they are more likely to be uncorrelated with the measurement error in Xt.
Table 2 presents the significance level of the J-test for the overidentifying
restrictions using the three moment conditions (11) to (13) and a constant, current
and lagged shocks to real, demographic and nominal domestic variables as instruments. Shocks are constructed as the residuals of a VAR(4) on domestic output,
domestic population and domestic prices. The message of Table 2 is very strong: no
matter how we detrend the data we always fail to reject the orthogonality conditions. Therefore, if measurement error exists it is likely to be stronger at low
frequencies and more correlated across domestic variables than across consumption
of different countries.
3.1.2. Assessing the relevance of misspecifications. To try and further understand why the orthogonality conditions are rejected at some frequencies but not
others, we have conducted several experiments designed to check for three possible
sources of misspecification. First, we want to study whether misspecification of the
empirical relationship can explain the pattern of results of Table 1. The tests we
have conducted so far examine the implicationsof the theory in its simplest form. As
we argued, in more complicated setups international risk sharing implies that
consumption across countries should be proportional after accounting for factors
which are nonseparable in utility with consumption. If these factors are correlated
with the instruments,the rejections we observe at low and medium frequencies may
be the result of the misspecification of the orthogonality conditions. Prime candidates to enter the computation of the orthogonality conditions are government
expenditure, if it partiallysubstitutesfor private consumptionin utility, employment,
if utility is nonseparable in consumption and leisure, and lagged consumption, if
utility is time nonseparable in consumption. We investigate their relevance for
patterns of rejections by adding them to the set of instruments. If empirical
misspecification is the reason for the rejection of the orthogonalityconditions, some
of these new instruments should have significant coefficients. Surprisingly,none of
the instruments appears to be relevant. Particularly important are the results
concerning government consumption expenditure, which, for the nine countries we
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TABLE2
FORTHE TESTTHATE[ X, IZ,] = 0:
P-VALUES(INPERCENTAGES)
SHOCKINSTRUMENTS*
Linearly Detrended data
AUS

CAN
81.9882

FRA
46.2925
65.6527

ITA
97.6432
59.7208
66.5922

AUS

CAN
26.8775

FRA
44.3816
62.5038

ITA
81.6847
75.9179
58.9114

AUS

CAN
67.8751

FRA
43.2496
7.4336

AUS
CAN
FRA
ITA
JAP
SWI
UK
USA

JAP
73.4789
42.5670
44.5308
39.1124

SWI
65.6436
68.9452
34.3820
53.3856
74.5787

UK
67.3339
21.3315
24.6531
60.1932
19.1094
25.9047

USA
65.1412
26.3213
55.7311
37.9021
93.1501
51.7344
2.9673

WG
79.8557
42.7275
31.3766
22.1858
98.0725
10.1648
5.8525
3.0361

UK
29.9638
45.6255
93.5456
45.1379
63.5244
54.5571

USA
33.5965
50.0499
56.5847
33.8598
15.1089
65.6172
50.3640

WG
20.1338
22.6597
32.8338
70.8611
76.8317
76.2277
15.0141
10.7206

UK
95.7350
56.5786
54.6077
69.9286
89.4216
21.0858

USA
83.7958
53.2041
30.4766
66.8692
67.3000
21.2397
46.1325

WG
99.0131
42.6540
55.0956
12.6185
46.6399
18.6343
28.9546
86.2626

HP Detrended data
AUS
CAN
FRA
ITA
JAP
SWI
UK
USA

JAP
2.9654
71.3667
60.5837
60.0372

SWI
45.9652
65.4429
32.4957
17.886
52.9332

FOD Detrended data
AUS
CAN
FRA
ITA
JAP
SWI
UK
USA

ITA
52.1166
34.0989
73.5163

JAP
25.2209
79.2133
11.8144
4.0657

SWI
68.4601
31.9034
16.1363
18.2037
60.3460

* The table reports P-values for testing the hypothesis that X, as defined in (11)-(13) cannot be
predicted using a vector Z, consisting of a constant, the current and one period lagged residuals of a
VAR(4) on domestic output, domestic prices and domestic population. Values in excess of 5.00
indicate failure to reject the null using a x2 test with 17 degrees of freedom.
See Table 1 for definitions.

consider, is essentially acyclical. This may signal the lack of direct programs aimed
at insuring private consumption through automatic movements in government expenditure and is in contrast with some of the results of Christianoand Eichenbaum
(1992), who suggest that government expenditure is an important determinant of
cyclical fluctuations in aggregate consumption in the U.S.A. In conclusion, misspecification of the X, vector does not appear to be the reason for rejections obtained at
the low frequencies of the spectrum.
Second, we are interested in knowing whether the results we have obtained
depend on the choice of instrumentsor on some of the auxiliaryassumptionsmade.
To examine these possibilities we checked whether the timing of the instrumentsis
important,conducting tests using current and lagged instrumentsand adding income
to the instruments. Since current values of the instrumentsmay be endogenous, it is
possible that this may amplifythe significanceof measurementerror. Therefore, this
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set of tests may further shed light on whether endogeneity and measurement errors
are the primary reasons for the rejections. In addition, to examine whether the
choice of variables is important,we have modified our proxies for real, demographic
and monetary instruments and included net exports among the instruments. To
check whether a country specific effect mattered for the results we also omitted a
constant in constructing X1,. Finally, to examine whether the sample period mattered, we excluded from the tests observationsprior to 1974. The results of Table 1
appear to be very robust: none of the main qualitativeconclusions is affected by any
of our modifications and, even quantitatively,results are fairly similar.
Third, we would like to know if the pattern of rejections is sensitive to the choice
of functional form for the utility of the representative agent. So far we have used a
CRRA specification and it may be that a (locally) quadraticutility function is more
appropriate(see Townsend 1994). With quadraticutility, international consumption
risk sharing implies that the cyclical component of consumption (as opposed to the
cyclical component of the logarithm of consumption) should be proportional across
countries. In contrast to Mace (1991), we find that the pattern of rejections of the
orthogonalityconditions is not sensitive to such respecification.
In summary, none of the modifications we tried changed the essence of the
results. With caveats concerning possible differential features of measurement error
at different frequencies, the results indicate that risk sharing is strong at high
frequencies of the spectrum, exists to some extent at standard business cycle
frequencies and appears to be lacking at low frequencies. The question of interest is
whether this finding can be rationalized with economic arguments. One could be
that the longer is the average period of the fluctuation in consumption, the harder
countries will find it to insure them since longer fluctuations may signal structural
imbalances which would require wealth redistribution rather than risk sharing.
Marcet and Marimon'(1992) showed that, in an economy with participation constraints, agents will be able to insure only short run fluctuations so that domestic
consumption will track permanent income in the medium-longrun. It may be argued
that the countries of the panel may not really qualify as countries for which the
participation constraint is binding. However, debt repudiation need not ever occur
as contracts are written so that countries will never find it optimal to repudiate. A
version of the informationallyconstrained model analyzed by Phelan and Townsend
(1991) may also lead to risk sharing in the short but not long run. Therefore, it may
well be the case that, given existing institutions, short run fluctuations are much
easier to insure than more persistent ones.
3.1.3. Testing the cross-equation restrictions. As discussed in Section 2, the
theory of international risk sharing implies, apart from orthogonality conditions, a
set of cross-equation constraints on the slopes of (11) to (13). These constraints can
be used to perform an alternative and somewhat stronger test of the theory: the
previous subsections examined if Xt can be predicted by the instruments. Here we
check whether the three moment conditions contain the same information.
The results of the Wald tests are very strong. Regardless of the instrumentsused,
the country pair and the length of the cycles considered, the cross equation
constraints are always rejected. Hence, although there were instances where Xt
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TABLE3
ESTIMATESOF THE RATIO OF CRRA COEFFICIENTS
USING THE U.S. AS NUMERAIRE*

Country
AUS
CAN
FRA
ITA
JAP
SWI
UK
WG

LT

DetrendedInstruments
FOD
HP

1.006
(0.032)
0.739
(0.036)
1.940
(0.027)
1.912
(0.056)
0.472
(0.054)
2.581
(0.017)
0.940
(0.038)
0.571
(0.022)

1.282
(0.049)
0.857
(0.059)
1.621
(0.016)
1.179
(0.042)
1.020
(0.044)
1.492
(0.039)
0.689
(0.073)
0.830
(0.042)

0.819
(0.087)
0.786
(0.082)
1.170
(0.046)
1.632
(0.037)
0.695
(0.073)
1.132
(0.039)
0.660
(0.089)
0.509
(0.049)

LT
0.947
(0.052)
0.715
(0.075)
1.808
(0.040)
1.305
(0.090)
0.546
(0.117)
2.879
(0.035)
0.940
(0.094)
0.571
(0.034)

ShockInstruments
HP
FOD
1.486
(0.062)
1.049
(0.087)
1.677
(0.030)
1.117
(0.063)
1.045
(0.055)
1.521
(0.071)
0.689
(0.106)
0.830
(0.058)

0.859
(0.104)
0.777
(0.094)
1.138
(0.068)
1.526
(0.067)
0.678
(0.120)
1.303
(0.072)
0.625
(0.114)
0.618
(0.048)

* The estimatesare obtainedfrom the variancerestriction(12). Standarderrorsof the estimates
are in parentheses.
See Table 1 for definitions.

appears to be unpredictable,we reject the stronger implication that the information
contained in (11) to (13) is the same.
To gain some intuition on the reasons for this sound rejection, we examine
whether estimates of the slope coefficient are sensitive to measurementerrors in the
instruments. Table 3 presents point estimates of the slopes obtained with (12) and
their standard errors using basic Z, or their unpredictable component. We present
estimates obtained with (12) because they are more reasonable as they are constrained to be positive. Point estimates of these slopes obtained with the other two
moment conditions appear in an appendix available on request. To provide an
intuitive meaning to the estimates we present values obtained when one of the
countries is the U.S.A. Because for the specification we tested the slopes should
measure the ratio of CRRA coefficients of the representative agent of the two
countries, and because more is known about the CRRA parameter for U.S.A.
consumers, this approach may help to gauge the risk characteristicsof the representative consumer of various countries. For example, looking at the first line of
Table 3, the Australian representative agent is as risk averse as the American one
with LT detrended data (1.006), slightly more risk averse with HP data (1.282) and
slightly less with FOD data (0.819) when standard instrumentsare used to estimate.
the slope.
The impression that one gets from Table 3 is that, in general, the representative
agent of half of the countries are less risk averse than the representative agent in
the U.S.A. Moreover, estimates obtained with the two types of instruments are not
statisticallydifferent. On the other hand, estimates appear to varywith the length of
the fluctuation considered. Since the CRRA coefficients are among the deep
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parameters of the model, one would hope that slope estimates are invariant across
frequencies. We tested this formallyusing a Wald test with mixed results. Except for
France, Switzerland and the U.K., estimates of the ratio of CRRA coefficients
obtained with LT and FOD are not significantly different. On the other hand,
except for the case of U.K. and Switzerland, estimates of the ratio of CRRA
coefficients obtained with HP and FOD are significantlydifferent. Finally, estimates
of the ratio of CRRA coefficients obtained with HP and LT are significantly
different in all cases. As a qualification, one should note that even though the null
hypothesis is rejected, the range of estimates obtained is economicallysmall, except
perhaps for Switzerland.
Obstfeld (1989) has also provided estimates of the risk aversionparameterfor the
U.S.A., Germany and Japan and found that over the sample 1961-1985 they are
significantly different from each other, while over two subsamples (1961-1972,
1973-1985) they are not. The point estimates he reports are comparableto ours but
the standard errors are very different: Obstfeld's estimated standard errors are in
fact 100 times larger than ours. This indicates that the instruments he chose may
contain little information to gauge the risk characteristicsof the three countries.
3.1.4. Examining the magnitude of consumption correlations. As we have
discussed at length in Section 2, cross country correlationsneed not be equal to one
even when risk sharing is perfect. However, the results we have obtained so far
imply that nonseparabilities between consumption and other factors in utility are
not particularly important so that, apart from measurement errors, consumption
profiles should be perfectly correlated across countries. Clearly,the rejection of the
cross equation restrictions suggests that consumption correlations are unlikely to be
perfect. However, it may still be of interest to examine the size of the correlations
implicit in the estimated slope of (13) first, to formally test whether they are
different from one and, second, to assess whether their magnitudemay explain some
of the differences between our results and existing work.
Table 4 presents the estimated correlation and their standard errors when Zt
includes a constant, lagged domestic output, prices and population. Three major
facts stand out. First, estimated correlations are significantlydifferent from one in
almost all cases, regardless of the length of cycle considered. This finding confirms
the informal analyses of Backus, Kehoe and Kydland(1992) and Devereux, Gregory
and Smith (1992). Second, consumption correlations are stronger for pairs of E.E.C.
countries, a result which suggests that countries with closer economic ties may also
have more efficient risk sharing mechanisms. Third, consumption correlations obtained when the U.K. is one of the countries are negative with LT detrended data, a
result which suggests the presence of high durabilitycontent in U.K. consumption
data (see also Blackburn and Ravn 1992).
3.2. Long-Run Implications. The risk-sharingproposition is an appropriate
idealization to describe a mechanism which insures cross-country aggregate consumption from domestic cyclical fluctuations. However, it is possible to investigate
the risk-sharingproposition even when country specific fluctuations have a permanent component, so long as it is common to all countries. In this case the theory
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TABLE

4

ESTIMATED CONSUMPTION CORRELATIONS*

AUS
AUS

CAN

FRA

0.767
(0.027)

0.387
(0.042)
0.638
(0.044)

0.271
(0.065)

0.237
(0.083)
0.401
(0.069)

0.419
(0.068)

0.403
(0.068)
0.297
(0.068)

CAN
FRA
ITA
JAP

ITA

JAP

SWI

Linearly Detrended data
0.246
0.809
0.154
(0.047) (0.014) (0.063)
0.393
0.629
0.560
(0.047) (0.035) (0.056)
0.671
0.409
0.472
(0.042) (0.054) (0.061)
0.194
0.449
(0.023) (0.050)
0.367
(0.066)

SWI

UK

USA

WG

-0.514
(0.041)
-0.226
(0.071)
-0.184
(0.061)
-0.112
(0.041)
- 0.225
(0.031)
0.232
(0.064)

0.726
(0.038)
0.624
(0.032)
0.292
(0.055)
-0.103
(0.057)
0.443
(0.036)
0.426
(0.052)
-0.113
(0.059)

0.783
(0.223)
0.809
(0.020)
0.586
(0.057)
0.274
(0.041)
0.826
(0.015)
0.383
(0.053)
-0.331
(0.044)
0.551
(0.035)

0.115
(0.061)
0.392
(0.049)
0.508
(0.054)
0.395
(0.056)
0.552
(0.065)
0.429
(0.053)

0.047
(0.067)
0.607
(0.041)
0.580
(0.090)
0.060
(0.080)
0.408
(0.065)
0.451
(0.059)
0.366
(0.058)

-0.194
(0.068)
0.060
(0.071)
0.258
(0.097)
0.205
(0.096)
0.229
(0.080)
0.511
(0.061)
0.125
(0.080)
0.340
(0.074)

0.046
(0.078)
0.089
(0.080)
0.169
(0.092)
0.094
(0.078)
0.077
(0.048)
0.154
(0.061)

0.313
(0.066)
0.531
(0.059)
0.162
(0.057)
- 0.038
(0.101)
0.267
(0.046)
0.172
(0.084)
0.189
(0.057)

0.070
(0.066)
0.133
(0.066)
0.305
(0.064)
0.048
(0.098)
0.091
(0.053)
0.122
(0.053)
0.149
(0.068)
0.233
(0.077)

UK
USA

AUS
CAN
FRA

HP
0.250
(0.087)
0.244
(0.051)
0.172
(0.075)

Filtered data
0.232
0.024
(0.072) (0.083)
0.039
0.455
(0.058) (0.059)
0.428
0.439
(0.061) (0.091)
0.317
0.468
(0.068) (0.058)
0.287
(0.080)

FOD
0.070
(0.097)
0.133
(0.112)
0.065
(0.071)

Filtered data
0.251
0.269
(0.073) (0.093)
0.071
0.344
(0.068) (0.103)
0.299
0.355
(0.068) (0.073)
0.090
0.355
(0.094) (0.118)
0.035
(0.068)

ITA
JAP
SWI
UK
USA

AUS
CAN
FRA
ITA
JAP
SWI
UK
USA

* Standard errors are in parentheses.
See Table 1 for definitions.
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requires(i) that the aggregate consumptionprofile of pairs of countries should move
together in the long run (i.e., the vector Xt must be stationary)and (ii) that the error
in predictingthe logarithmof the marginalutility of consumption of countryj, given
the logarithm of the marginal utility of consumption of country k, should be
unpredictable using long run characteristics of country j. Note that, even if the
long-run component of consumption differs across countries, a certain type of risk
sharing may still take place, but, as pointed out in the literature (see Melitz and
Vori 1992), it involves a permanent system of transfers across countries.
An analysis of the long-run implications of international risk sharing may also
shed some light on a related issue which is of interest to macroeconomists.
Following the permanent income tradition, it is typical to identify the permanent
component of income with the long-run behavior of consumption (see Quah 1990).
Our analysismay therefore shed light on the relationshipamong permanent incomes
of different countries and on the issue of convergence of national incomes, a topic
which has received substantial attention in the current growth literature (see Barro
and Sala-i-Martin 1992).
We first examine the implication that Xt is stationary. This is a very weak
implication since it does not involve the additional restriction of unpredictability
given country specific characteristics.To test this restriction we retain the assumption that the instantaneous utility is of CRRA type, that the marginal utility of
consumptionis independent of factors other than consumptionand examinewhether
Xt contains a unit root. We conduct tests for integration and cointegration in
aggregate consumption data using Phillips and Perron's (1986) Z-test3 and we find
that we cannot reject the hypothesis that aggregate consumption is an I(1) variable,
except for Switzerland. For each pair of countries for which consumption is I(1), we
run a regression like log cjt = a + b* log Ckt+ejt and check if the residuals are
stationary.4Table 5, panel A reports the largest (in absolute value) t-statistics over
possible lag augmentations (up to a maximumof 10 lags), and the lag value at which
it occurs. The results show that the regression error appears to contain a unit root in
many cases. The exceptions are the pairs Australia-Japan, Japan-France, Australia-France in addition to few borderline cases. Hence, consumption patterns
tend to permanently diverge and even this weaker restrictions implied by risk
sharing in the long run is generally unsupported.
For those pairs of countries for which Xt is stationarywe next examine whether it
is unpredictable. Table 5, panel B reports the results of the J-test: risk sharing is
3For sensitivitywe also conducted tests using the Dickey and Fuller (1979) and Stock and
Watson(1989)tests. The three proceduresproducethe same answerfor all series exceptfor French
privateconsumptionwhere the Stock and Watson test rejects the null of a unit root. We also
experimentedwith different lag augmentationsand also excluded the linear trend from the
regressionbut this changedid not alterin anywaythe essence of the results.Tableswith the results
are availableon requestfrom the authors.
4Because of the poor qualityof consumptiondata and the relativeshortsampleavailablewe also
consideredan approachwhich imposes that pairs of consumptionseries are cointegratedwith
cointegratingvectors[1,- 1] (so that all countrieshave the same attitudetowardrisk)and examine
whetheror not the residualsdisplaya unit root. Althoughsome of the resultschange, the basic
messageof the exerciseis maintained.
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TABLE5a
t-STATISTICS
OF PHILLIPS
ANDPERRONS'S
Z-TEST*
AUS

AUS

CAN

FRA

ITA

JAP

UK

USA

WG

-2.37
(10)

-3.88
(6)
-1.89

-3.31
(6)
-2.15

-4.40
(6)
-2.37

-1.69
(10)
-1.37

-2.88
(8)
-2.16

- 3.39
(8)
-3.30

CAN

(10)

FRA

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

-3.39
(6)

-3.66
(10)
-2.98
(6)

-1.93
(10)
-1.63
(10)
-2.97
(2)

-2.32
(10)
-2.02
(10)
-2.29
(10)
-1.59

-3.46
(10)
-3.19
(10)
-3.07
(10)
-1.65

(10)

(10)
- 2.23
(10)

ITA
JAP
UK
USA

TABLE5b
FORTHETESTTHATE[X,I Zt] =0:
P-VALUES(IN PERCENTAGES)
LONGRUNCYCLES*
AUS

CAN

AUS

FRA

ITA

JAP

0.2636

0.0000

0.1043

0.2837

0.1265

CAN

UK

USA

WG

0.0123
0.0000

FRA

0.2567

ITA
JAP

0.0000
0.0000

SWI

0.9871

* Phillipsand Perron'sZ-test checksif the residualsof a cointegrating
regressionbetweenpairsof
consumptionsare stationary.The table reportsthe largestt-statisticsover possible lag augmentations of the test. The numberin parenthesesrefersto the lag augmentationused (maximumvalue is

10). The test is run with no deterministic variables. Panel B reports p-values for testing the
hypothesis that X, as defined in (11) is unpredictable when Z. consisting of a constant, domestic
output, domestic prices and domestic population lagged one and two periods. Values in excess of
5.00 indicate failure to reject the null using a x2 test with 17 degrees of freedom. Empty cells

indicatethat no test is undertakenfor that pair.
See Table 1 for definitions.

rejected in the long run in all cases and domestic consumption covaries in the long
run with all domestic instruments.Two interesting conclusions can be derived from
these results. First, contrary to the implications of the basic neoclassical growth
model and, consistent with the findings of Canova and Marcet (1995), permanent
incomes across countries show little signs of convergence. Second, if any insurance
scheme is in place in the long run, it must involve a permanent redistribution of
income across countries.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have formally analyzed internationalaspects of the theory of risk
sharing. We showed that risk sharing is a property of optimal international con-
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sumption allocations in a wide variety of theoretical setups and empirically examined three testable implications of the theory. We find that aggregate domestic
consumption covaries with demographicvariables once foreign consumptionis taken
into account over long but not over medium and short cycles. In addition, we find
evidence that measurement errors present in both consumption data and in the
instruments may be responsible for these results. We strongly reject the other two
implicationsof the theory, namely the cross equation constraintsand the implication
that consumption correlations are perfect and show that little risk sharingappears in
the long run. As a by-product of the analysis, we have provided novel estimates of
the CRRA coefficients for the representative agent of the countries in the panel
(relative to the U.S.A.), which can be used by researchers interested in calibrating
international business cycle models.
Our results are in agreement with those of Obstfeld (1993), Atkeson and Bayoumi
(1993), Lewis (1993) and Kollman (1995). We find some evidence of risk sharing in
internationalconsumption data, but contraryto them, we are also able to distinguish
the implications of the theory which are at odds with the data. Our conclusions are
also in line with those of Backus, Kydlandand Kehoe (1992) and Devereux, Gregory
and Smith (1992): consumption correlations are both statistically and economically
different from one but that they are higher among European countries suggesting
that more risk sharing is taking place within the E.E.C.
Although the analysis we have conducted did not specify the market structure
supportingthe optimal allocations, there are at least two implicationsof our results
which are useful in designing mechanisms intended to implement optimal allocations. Our analysis has shown that, whatever they are, existing market structuresare
able to shield domestic consumption from business cycle shocks in the short run
(recall that government consumption expenditure does not play a major insurance
role). This result seems to question the need of government intervention both in
terms of providing automatic stabilizersin the economy and new institutions to help
the economies to achieve optimal allocations. However, this statement needs two
qualifications.First, the countries we examined are among the most industrializedof
the world and for some of them temporary labor migrations, semi-permanent
remittance programs from emigrants or other individual schemes may have created
strong insurance which need not to be present for other OECD countries or even
less for LDC countries. Second, because domestic aggregate consumption covaries
with some domestic variables over cycles of 8-10 years, there is room to improve the
quality of consumption allocations by designing institutions (or opening markets)
which insure agents against this type of fluctuation. However, insuring fluctuations
of longer average period may have marked redistributiveeffects.
A second issue which is of interest concerns the integration of domestic financial
markets into a world market and its effect on domestic business cycle fluctuations.
Our results suggest that, because that existing structures offer sufficient insurance
against the most interesting sources of domestic business cycle fluctuations, the
welfare gains obtained by opening foreign financial markets to domestic consumers
may be small. Hence, the prospective integration of European financial markets and
the current globalization of security markets need not bring substantial changes in
the features of domestic consumption fluctuations.
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APPENDIX

The data we use is taken from Datastream. Consumption measures aggregate
private consumption expenditure on nondurables, durables and services. It is transformed into a per-capita series by dividingthe original series by population. Because
data on population is annual, quarterly data are obtained by taking the predicted
values of an AR(3) regression fitted to a dummy quarterly series, constructed
assigning the annual value to each of the four quarters. Government data measures
current government expenditure except in the case of Australia where also gross
government fixed investment is included. Income data measures gross domestic
product (GDP) except for Japan, U.S.A. and West Germany where it measures
gross national product (GNP). All data is in real terms. The base year however,
differs across countries. For Australia, Italy, Japan, U.K., and West Germany the
base is 1985, for France and Switzerland the base is 1980, for Canada the base is
1986 and for the U.S.A. the base is 1987. All variables are measured in annual rates.
Employment data is not completely compatible since it measures different aggregates in different countries. The series used measure total employment in Canada,
Italy, Japan, Switzerland,U.K., U.S.A., West Germany, employment on the payroll
in Australia and civilian employment in France. Because some of these series are
non-seasonally adjusted, we deseasonalize them by using an exponential smoothing
procedure. U.K. employment data are the same as those employed by Blackburn
and Ravn (1992). Finally, the price data measures the implicit price deflator for
GNP (or GDP).
The sample covers the period 1960,1-1991,4 for Australia, Canada, United
Kingdom, U.S.A. and Germany; the period 1965,1-1991,4 for Japan; the period
1967,1-1991,4 for Switzerland;and the period 1970,1-1991,4 for France and Italy.
The tests are constructed using the shortest data samples for each pair.
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